Yeshiva Aharon Yaakov Ohr Eliyahu

Guide Sheet for Time Lapse iPad Project (Youtube link already
furnished)
Script
Topic:__________________________________________
Introduction with some background information and statement of your
topic. (slide 1)
3 Arguments “ For”
1) (slide 2)
2) (slide 3)
3) (slide 4)
3 Arguments “Against”
1) (slide 5)
2) (slide 6)
3) (slide 7)

Conclusion with your opinion (based on the facts) that answers your
topic question (slide 8)
Instructions:
First write your script! Each member of your team should help write
the narration for the “for” and “against” arguments. The script lead can
write the introduction and conclusion and edit the “arguments” but
should NOT do all the writing. Use notecards to write out the narrative
for each slide.
I have done some of the research for your topic and you may take your
information for your script from that. Be careful NOT to plagiarize.
Read the information and put it into your own words. I will make other
resources available to your group and you may certainly do more of
your own research outside of school.
Check the rubric. You will see that 65% of the project is based on
content so you will want to do a thorough job on your script.
Each narrative per slide should be 20-25 seconds in duration.
Your finished time-lapse presentation will be about 3 minutes.
After your script is finished and timed for each slide, add your visuals.
Using white copy paper, images may be drawn (keep it simple) or you
may use “cut outs” that you slide into each segment. Captions should
be short.
Use 1-3 images for each slide;
Use 5 words or less for each slide
Your images should take 40 seconds per slide to draw, slide in or write,
because, remember, you are going to double the video speed. That’s

what makes the time lapse look so cool! If it takes 40 seconds to draw,
write or slide in cut outs, then when you double the speed, it will match
your 20 seconds of narration—get it?!

Rehearsal
Practice drawing, writing or sliding in your images before you start
filming. Remember, you are aiming for 40 seconds per slide.
Then, time your narration segments. Remember, you are aiming for 20
seconds for each narrated slide.
Record the Video
Video your illustrations being drawn using the iPad camera in video
mode. Position the camera close enough to fill the frame with the
image being drawn. Don’t worry about seeing the artist’s hand—it’s
expected.
Don’t worry about being perfect. Erase and redraw as needed. (This is
why you practiced drawing several times before you videod). If you
need to stop and start the video recording again, they you can stitch
the segment together in iMovie later.
Open your video in iMovie to speed up the image time. You want to
double the time (increase the speed 200%). Select the clip and use the
“modify/fast forward” menu option or select the clip in the timeline
and look for the little clock icon on the toolbar.
Add your narration:

Record you audio narration at a normal pace and synchronize it to the
sped –up video clip.
Topics for 7th grade History time lapse project
1) Did the Declaration of Independence really regard all people as
equal?
2) Was the Revolutionary War justified?
3) Was the Boston Tea Party really necessary?
4) Did the 1st Industrial Revolution improve life in America?
5) Has the present day Technological Revolution improved our lives?

